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The purpose of this paper is to investigate the pairs of finite groups 
(G, H) satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) G and H have a common 2-subgroup S; 
(b) both the indices q = IG : SI and r = lH : S( are odd prime 
integers; 
(c) no nonidentity subgroup of S is normal both in G and in H. 
In [ 11, Goldschmidt has already considered the special case q = r = 3 
and obtained a complete description of the possible pairs (G, H). Using the 
method of Goldschmidt, Rowley has investigated in [2] the general case 
under the additional condition 
(d) GAO,(G)) d O,(G) and C,(OAH)) < O,(H), 
and shown that if furthermore IS : O,(G)\ = (S : O,( H)( = 2, then q = r = 3. 
Here, O,(G) and O,(H) are the maximal normal 2-subgroups of G and H 
respectively. In this paper, we also investigate the pairs (G, H) satisfying 
the conditions (a)-(d) aiming to obtain a description of the pairs. 
The conditions (a)-(d) are of interest for their own sake, because they 
are naturally satisfied by a pair of maximal subgroups (G, H) of certain 
Chevalley groups X of rank 2 defined over GF(2) (or its commutator sub- 
group X’) chosen so that G and H contain a common Sylow 2-subgroup S 
of X (or xl). For instance, if X= GL,(2), Q,(2), or G,(2), then q = r = 3, 
and if X= ‘F,(2), then {q, r} = (3, 51. The investigation of conditions 
(a)(d) will therefore deepen our understanding of these Chevalley groups 
and their commutator subgroups. 
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The present work is, however, best motivated by a program for revising 
the classification of the finite simple groups. We needed certain information 
on the pairs of groups (G, H) satisfying conditions (a)-(d) in the study [3] 
of the thin finite simple groups with “sufftciently many” solvable 2-local 
subgroups. Accordingly, the description of the pairs (G, H) given in this 
paper will be limited to the extent necessary to complete the analysis 
in [3]. 
In what follows, we use the following notation: 
D, is the dihedral group of order n; 
En is the elementary abelian group of order n; 
Z4 is the cyclic group of order 4; 
F 20 is the Frobenius group of order 20; 
D8 # D, is the group (a, 6, c [ a* = b4 = c4 = (ab)’ = (a~)* 
=b-‘c-‘bc= 1); 
the * (as in D, * D,) denotes central products with amalgamated centers. 
For a subgroup X of a finite group G, we denote by Xc the set of all con- 
jugates of X in G. Thus, (X”) is the subgroup generated by all conjugates 
of X and n XG is the intersection of all conjugates of X. Z(G) is the center 
of G, G,(G) is the subgroup of G generated by all elements of order 2, and 
O’(G) is the subgroup of G generated by all elements of odd order. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let G and H be groups satisfying conditions (a)-(d). 
(1) The pair (G, H) is of G&(2)-type if G/O,(G)~H/O,(H)rD, 
and 0,(G)~O0,(H)rE4. 
(2) The pair (G, H) is of G,(2)‘-type if G/02(G)rH/02(H)zDD,, 
OJG)gZ4 x Z4, and O,(H)zZ4 * Dg. 
(3) The pair (G, H) is of M,,-type if G/O,(G)r H/O,(H)zDD,, 
O,(G)rD, # D,, 02(H)sDD, *D,, and (Z(02(G))H) is an abelian 2- 
group contained in O,(H). 
(4) The pair (G, H) is of 2F4(2)‘-type if G/O,(G)zD,, H/O,(H)r 
Fzo, and there is an H-composition series 
02(H)=Ro3R,~R2~RR,=1 
of O,(H) such that the groups Qj (i=O, l,..., 6) defined below form a G- 
composition series of O,(G): 
Q, = O,(G), Q1 = (RF>, Q2 = n R$, Q; = (CR, n Q21G>, 
Q4 = n RF, Q, = (RF), and Q6 = 1. 
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The meaning of the definition of *F4(2)‘-type may not be clear as it 
apparently tells us nothing about the structures of O,(G) and O,(H). The 
above definition is, however, a convenient one. We show later in this sec- 
tion that if (G, H) is of 2F,(2)‘-type, then IR,/R,I = JR,/R21 = 16, lR21 =2, 
and 1 = R3 < R, < R, < R, is the upper central series of O,(R). Very likely, 
the structures of G and H of *F,(2)‘-type are uniquely determined. 
The main results of this paper may now be stated. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G and H be groups satisfying conditions (a)-(d). 
Define S* = (Sn O*(G))(Sn O*(H)), G* = O*(G) S*, and H* = O’(H) S*. 
Then 
(1) the pair (G*, H*) satisfies conditions (a)-(d) with respect to the 
common 2-subgroup S*, and 
(2) (G*, H*) or (H*, G*) is of one of the four types defined in 1.1. 
In fact, we prove more than is stated in the Main Theorem. However, we 
will state only three additional results which supplement the Main 
Theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let G and H be groups satisfying conditions (a)-(d). 
Assume further that Q,(Z(S)) 6 Z(H). Then IQ,(Z(S))l = 2, 
IQ,(Z(O,(G)))l =4, and lf (G*, H*) is the pair defined in the Main 
Theorem, then (G*, H*) is of G,(2)‘-type or M,,-type or *F,(2)‘-type. 
It is Theorem A that plays a crucial role in the analysis in [3] of the thin 
finite simple groups with sufficiently many solvable 2-local subgroups. 
THEOREM B. Let G and H be groups satisfying conditions (a)-(d). 
Assume further that Z(G) $ Q,(Z(S)) Q Z(H). Then G/O,(G) 1 
H/O,(H)sD, and O,(G)rO,(H)rE, or E,. 
The assumption of Theorem B is satisfied if (and only if) G and H are 
isomorphic. The following result shows that if G and H are groups satisfy- 
ing conditions (a)-(d), then, with a few exceptions, G and H satisfy the 
condition 
(c’) no nonidentity subgroup of S is normalized both by an element 
of G - S and by an element of H - S, 
which is stronger than Condition (c). 
THEOREM C. Let G and H be groups satisfying conditions (a)-(d). 
Assume further that there is a nonidentity subgroup X of S such that No(X) 
4 S & NH(X). Let (G*, H*) be the pair defined in the Main Theorem. Then 
(G*, H*) or (H*, G*) is of G,(2)‘-type or M,,-type, and S* #S. 
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The method used in this paper is similar in spirit to the one in [l] (and 
in [2]). We embed G and H into the amalgamated product of G and H 
over S, pick out suitable elements g E G - S and h E H- S, and study 
various combinatorial properties of the sequence 
. . . . Hg’h’g’, Gh’g’, Hg’, G, H, Gh, Hgh, Ghgh ,..., 
where g’ = g-’ and h’= h-r. It is particularly important to obtain an 
upper bound for the integers n such that Q,(Z(S)) d Gcgh)” or sZ,(Z(S)) < 
Hcghr. This approach is quite natural because a typical example of (G, H) is 
the pair of nontrivial parabolic subgroups of a Chevalley group of rank 2 
defined over GF(2) containing a common Bore1 subgroup, and in that 
Chevalley group the above sequence is closely connected with its IN-pair 
provided g and h are suitably chosen. A similar method was also used in 
my work [4] though we were not conscious enough of the similarity at 
that time. 
Two lemmas essentially contained in [l] will be used as the keys to the 
proof of the Main Theorem. Also, we will use several arguments of Gold- 
Schmidt at various points of the proof. Though we will not use the main 
results of [ 1 ] and [2], the careful reader may find a great influence which 
the work of Goldschmidt has on this paper. A result on characteristic pairs 
obtained in [4] will also be used to facilitate the proof. All preliminary 
results including the results mentioned above are collected together in Sec- 
tion 2. 
The proof of the Main Theorem begins at Section 3, where we state the 
fundamental hypothesis of the paper (Hypothesis 3.1) and define notation 
to be used throughout the remainder of the paper. The final section 
(Sect. 11) is a summary of Sections 3-10. There, we derive the Main 
Theorem and Theorems A-C from the results in the preceding sections 
proved under various additional hypotheses. Therefore, that section may 
serve to give an outline of the proof of the main results. 
There are generalizations of the conditions (at(d) the investigations of 
which may lead to significant simplifications of the classification of the 
finite simple groups. It seems to me a fruitful direction of future work to 
explore the generalization which is really necessary for the purpose of revis- 
ing the classification. In this connection, Hayashi has recently done an 
investigation replacing Condition (b) by the following condition: 
(b’) (G : SI and (H : SJ are, respectively, powers of odd prime 
integers q and r, and Sylow q-subgroups of G and Sylow r-subgroups of H 
are cyclic. 
Hayashi’s method is quite different from that of this paper. Hayashi has 
further extended his work to the study of a pair of solvable groups (G, H) 
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having a common nearly maximal 2-subgroup S of odd indices. Here, by 
“nearly maximal in G” we mean that S is contained in a unique maximal 
subgroup of G. 
We conclude this section by the following remark. 
1.2. Let G and H be groups satisfying conditions (ak(d). Assume that 
(G, H) is of2Fd(2)‘-type and let R,, Qi be as in 1.1. Then the following holds: 
(1) I&,IR,l = IR,IR,l= 16, l&I =2; 
(2) IQ,-,/Q,j =4 ifand onfy ifie (1, 2, 4,6}; 
(3) S= QoR,; 
(4) 1 = R, < Rz < R, < R0 is the upper central series of O,(H). 
Proof. Since Q5 # R,, we have IQ51 = 4 and 1 R,] = 2. The definitions of 
Q, and Q3 show that IR,/Q2nRR,(a2 and lQ2nR,/Q,(>2. Also, 
lQ,/Q51 3 2. On the other hand, jR,/R,( < 16 as r = 5. Thus, we must have 
IR,/R,( =16 and (R,/Q,nR,( = lQ,nR,/Q,] = IQJQJ=2. Observe 
that Qzn R, = Q, n R,. The definitions of Q4 and Q2 show that Q3 & R, 
and Q, 4 RO. Since lQ,n R,/Q41 = lQzR,/Q,l =2 and QzRl < RO, we 
have lQJQ41 =4 and JQ,/Q,l=4. Consequently, we have IQ01 >29 so 
(R,( 3 2’ and IR,JR,( > 8. Therefore, (RJR,1 = 16 and lQ,,/Q31 = 32. Now, 
as \Q3R,/QJ =2 and q= 3, the definition of Q, shows that lQl/Q31 ~8. 
Therefore, lQ2/Q,l = 2 and lQ,/Q, I = 4. If R, d Q,, then JQo/R,( = 2 and 
so the definition of Q2 shows that IQ0/Q21 6 8, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, R, & Q, and so S= Q, R, as IS/Q01 = 2. We have proved 
(l)-(3). 
Let g E G - S. If Z(R,) 6 QO, then (Z(R,), Z(RO)g) contains an S3- 
subgroup of G, which necessarily centralizes Q2. Since this is a contradic- 
tion, we have Z(R,)fQ,,. As R,<QOnR,<R, by (3) R,=nQ,H. 
Therefore, R, < Z( R,) Q R, If Z(R,) = R, , then an S,-subgroup of G con- 
tained in (R,, R;) centralizes Q4, which is a contradiction. Therefore, 
Z( R,) = R2. Then we have R, < Z,( R,). On the other hand, we have 
Z,(R,) d Q, as before, and hence Z,(R,) = RI. This completes the proof 
of 1.2. 
2 
In this section, we study the following situation. 
2.1. HYPOTHESIS. G is a group of order 2”q, where q is an odd prime 
integer, s~Syl,(G), Q=02(G), V=sZ,(Z(Q)), Z=Q,(Z(S)), and KE 
Syl,(G). 
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2.2. The following conditions hold: 
(1) QK is normal in G; 
(2) S/Q is a cyclic group of order dividing q - 1; 
(3) [Q, 02(G)] = Sn O’(G). 
ProoJ: First, G is solvable by Burnside’s theorem. Hence U,(G) < 
O,,,.(G) and QK= O,,(G)a G. The solvability of G also shows that 
C,(O,,,(G)/O,(G)) d O,,(G). Therefore, G/O,,,(G) is a cyclic group of 
order dividing q - 1, which proves (2). Now, let N= O’(G). Then [Q, K] 
d [Q, N] and so [Q, N] K il QK:(1 G, which shows that N = [Q, N] K. 
Thus, QnN= [Q, N] and as N<QK, SnN=QnN=[Q, N]. 
2.3. If S # Q and g E G - S, then the following holds: 
(1) G= (S, SR) and SnSg=Q; 
(2) ,for all a E S - Q and h E SR - Q, (a, h) contains an S,-subgroup 
ofG. 
ProoJ If Sf Q, then N&S) = S. Hence if g E G - S, then SR # S and 
G = (S, SR). As S’ < Q by 2.2, Sn Sg is normal in (S, Sg) = G. Therefore, 
Sn Sg = Q. Now, suppose (a, b) is a 2-group and let (a, b) < TE Syl,(G). 
Then a E Sn T and b E T n SK, so S = T = S” by ( 1 ), which is a contradic- 
tion. 
For each 2-group T, let d(T) be the set of all elementary abelian sub- 
groups of T of maximal order. Define J(T) = (J&‘(T)) and K(T) = 
C,(n,(Z(J(T)))). Let Q(T) be the characteristic subgroup of T defined in 
[4]. Also, let Y(T) be the collection of groups defined in [4]. The follow- 
ing propositions center around the characteristic subgroups J(T), K(T), 
and Q(T) of T. 
2.4. If C,(V) = Q, the following holds: 
(1) ifJ(S)<Q, then K(S)aG; 
(2) ifJ(S) 4 Q, then q = 3 and Z $ Z(G). 
ProoJ If J(S)< Q, then J(S)=J(Q) and V 6 Q,(Z(J(S))) so K(S) < 
C,( V) = Q. Thus, K(S) = K(Q) 4 G. Assume J(S) 4 Q. Then there is an 
element A of zZ(S) such that A 4 Q. The maximality of IAl shows that 
C,(A) = VnA and that (V: VnA( <IA : QnAl. As S/Q is cyclic by 2.2, 
(A : QnA/ = 2 and thus 1 V: C,(A)1 =2. By 2.3, we can pick K from 
(A,Ag), where gEG-S, and then C,(A)nC,(Ag)<CC,(K). Hence, 
C,(A) # C,(Ag) and (V: C,,(K)1 =4, which shows that q= 3. 
Consequently, we have IS : Ql = 2 by 2.2, so S = Q,4 and C,(A) ,< Z. Since 
C,(V) = Q, we also have Z d V. Thus, Z = C,(A) and so Z 4 Z(G). 
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2.5. Zf Co(Q) < Q and q # 3, then either Z 6 Z(G) or K(S)a G. 
Proof. Since C,(Q) Q Q, we have Z d I/. If C,(V) # Q, then K < C,( I’) 
and G = SK6 C,(Z). If C,(V) = Q, then as q # 3, 2.4 shows that K(S)a G. 
2.6. Zf C,(Q)<Q and q=3, then Z<Z(G) or Q(K(S))dG or 
G E Y(S). 
Proof. We may assume that S # Q. Then G/Q= X,(2) by 2.2 and so 
the assertion follows from Theorem D of [4]. 
2.7. 1f C,(Q) < Q, q = 3, and no nonidentity characteristic subgroup of S 
is normal in G, then Gr C, x E x D, where E is an elementary abelian 2- 
group and either D = 1 or D is the direct product of copies of D,. 
Proof: As in 2.6, we have G/Q r C,, so the assertion is nothing but 2.14 
of [ 11. (In proving 2.7, we can use 2.6 instead of a theorem of Niles which 
Goldschmidt used in [I].) 
2.8. rf C,(Q) 6 Q, q = 3, and CI is an automorphism of S of odd prime 
order, then some nonidentity cc-invariant subgroup of S is normal in G. 
Proof. Again, we may assume G/Q zz,, and then the assertion is 
nothing but 2.6 of [2] (this lemma is essentially 2.15 of [l]). 
3 
We begin the proof of the Main Theorem, which we restate here in a 
slightly different form. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G and H be groups having a common 2-subgroup S 
and suppose the indices ) G : SJ and ) H : Sj are odd prime integers. Then one 
of the following holds: 
(1) some nonidentity subgroup of S is normal both in G and in H, 
(2) either C&O,(G)) 4 O,(G) or Cn(O,(H)) 4 O,(H); 
(3) if S* = (S n O*(G))(S n 02(H)), G* = 02(G)S*, and H* = 
02(H)S*, then (G*, H*) or (H*, G*) is of one of the four types defined 
in 1.1. 
The overall proof will proceed by induction on the order of S. Accord- 
ingly, we make the following hypothesis throughout the remainder of this 
paper. 
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3.1. HYPOTHESIS. G and H are groups having a common 2-subgroup S 
and the following conditions are satisfied: 
( 1) the indices 1 G : St and ) H : St are odd primes; 
(2) no nonidentity subgroup of S is normal both in G and in H, 
(3) CG(02(G)) G O,(G) and CH(02(H)) G 02(f0 
Furthermore, if G and g are groups having a common 2-subgroup S with 
ISI < JSJ and if G, I?, S satisfy conditions (l)-(3) above (with G, H, S 
replaced by G, I$ S), then the conclusion (3) of the Main Theorem holdsfor - - 
(G, W. 
Under Hypothesis 3.1, we let q= lG : SI, r= IH: SI, Q= O,(G), R = 
O,(H), V=O,(Z(Q)), W=Qn,(Z(R)), and Z=Q,(Z(S)). This notation will 
be used throughout the remainder of this paper. In this section, we collect 
miscellaneous results on the relationship between G and H. 
3.2. If a subgroup X of S is normalized both by an S,-subgroup K of G 
and by an S,-subgroup L of H, then X = 1. 
Proof Let Y=(X”). As SK=KS=G and SL=LS=H, Y is nor- 
malized both by G and by H. Therefore, Y = 1. 
3.3. (1) Suppose G* and H* are subnormal subgroups of G and H, 
respectively, such that G = G*S, H = H*S, and Sn G* = Sn H*. Then G* 
and H* satisfy Hypothesis 3.1 with respect to the common 2-subgroup 
Sn G*. 
(2) Suppose S* is a subgroup of S containing [Q, O*(G)] and 
[R, O*(H)]. Let G* = O*(G),!? and H* = O*(H),!?. Then G* and H* 
satisfy Hypothesis 3.1 with respect to the common 2-subgroup S. 
Proof (1) As G* is subnormal in G, C,,(O,(G*)) < O,(G*). By the 
same reason, Sn G* E Syl,(G*) so IG*: Sn G*l = q. Similar statements are 
true of H* by the symmetry between G and H. Finally, 3.2 implies that no 
nonindentity subgroup of Sn G* is normal both in G* and in H*. 
(2) By 2.2, SnG * = Sn H* = S* so the assertion (2) follows 
from (1). 
3.4. (1) Q & R and, in particular, R # S. 
(‘4 CQ, O*(G)1 4 Q nR. 
(3) QnR#QnR”for any XEG-S. 
(4) The statements (l)-(3) remain true when G, Q, R are replaced by 
H, R, Q, respectively. 
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ProoJ First, (4) holds by the symmetry between G and H. If any one of 
(l)-(3) is false, then Q n R is normal in G, so it suflices to prove that 
(5) Q n R is not normal in G. 
Suppose (5) is false. Then as [Q, S] d Q n R by 2.2, [Q, Sx] d Q n R for 
any x E G. If Q = S, then Q n R = R is normal both in G and in H, which is 
a contradiction. Thus, Q # S and if x 4 S, then G = (S, Sx) by 2.3. 
Therefore, [Q, G] d Q n R. Now, let M = O*(G) R. Then since M is sub- 
normal in G, we have C,(O,(M)) < O,(M) and Sn ME Syl,(M). As 
[Q, 02(G)] 6 R, 2.2 shows that Sn M= R. Hence, if LE Syl,(H) then 
some L-invariant nonidentity subgroup of R is normal in M by 2.5 or 2.8. 
Since this contradicts 3.2, we have proved (5). 
3.5. S= QR. 
Proof: Let S*=QR, G*= 02(G)S*, and H* =0’(H) S*. Then G*, 
H*, and S* satisfy Hypothesis 3.1 by 3.3. If S# S*, then the induction 
hypothesis yields in particular that 3 E {q, r>. Let, say, r = 3. Then 
IS : RI 6 2 by 2.2 so R = S* > Q, which contradicts 3.4. Therefore, 
S=S*=QR. 
3.6. If x E G - S, the following holds: 
(1) Q=(R”nQ)(RnQ); 
(2) G = (R”, R); 
(3) Q/R” n Q n R is the direct product of two cyclic groups each of 
order IS : RI. 
Similar statements for H hold by the symmetry between G and H. 
Proof. (1) Let Q* = (R”nQ)(RnQ), S* = Q*R, G* = 02(G) S*, 
and H* = 02(H) S *. Then [Q, S] <R n Q < Q* by 2.2 and, similarly, 
[Q, Sx] d Q*. Since G = (S, Y) by 2.3 and 3.4, we have [Q, G] < 
Q* d S* and so by 3.3, G*, H*, and S* satisfy Hypothesis 3.1. If Q # Q*, 
then S#S* as S*nQ=Q*, and the induction hypothesis applies to 
(G*, H*). In particular, we have r = 3 or 5. As S* # R by 3.4, we have r = 5 
and (S : RI = 4 by 2.2. But we also have (S* : RI = 4 by the induction 
hypothesis, which is a contradiction. 
(2) and (3) follow from (1) and 3.5. 
3.1. I f  ( V, W> d Q n R, the following holds: 
(1) either Z<Z(G) or Z<Z(H); 
(2) ifZ<Z(H), then [Z(R), 02(H)] = 1. 
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Proof: (1) If G E Y’(S), then [Q, O’(G)] < V < Q n R, which is 
impossible by 3.4. Therefore, G 4 Y(S) and either Z< Z(G) or 
Q(K(S))aG by 2.5 or 2.6. Similar statements are also true of H by the 
symmetry between G and H. As Q(K(S)) is not normal both in C and in H, 
the assertion follows. 
(2) Suppose [Z(R), 02(H)] # 1. Then [W, 02(H)] # 1 and so 
C,(W) = R. Thus Q(K( S))a H by 2.4, and Z Q Z(H) by assumption. 
However, this implies that Z or Q(K(S)) is normal both in G and in H, 
which is a contradiction. 
3.8. If Z < Z(H), the following holds: 
(1) C,(K)= 1 for each KES$,(G); 
(2) CG( V = Q; 
(3) if xEG-S and 1 #zeZX, then C,(z)=Q. 
ProoJ (1) Since QKd G, we have C,(K) = C.(QK)r3 G. Hence if 
C,(K) # 1, then C,(K) # 1. However, since C,(K) 6 Z(G) n Z(H), we have 
C,(K) = 1. Therefore, C,(K) = 1. 
(2) follows from (1). 
(3) Since z#Z(G), we have C,(z)= S”. Hence if C,(z) <S, then 
C,(z) = S” n S = Q by 2.3. Suppose C,(z) $ S and let y E C,(z) - S. Then 
z E Vn V’ and, since N= (Q, Q-“) by an analogue of 3.6, we have z E Z. 
But then, as G = (S, Sx> by 2.3, we conclude that ZE Z(G), which is a con- 
tradiction. 
3.9. Let S* = (Sn 02(G))(Sn02(H)), G* = O*(G) S*, and H* = 
02(H) S*. Then the following holds: 
(1) if (G, H) is of one of the four types defined in 1.1, then S* = S, 
hence G* = G and H* = H; 
(2) ifG/QrH/RrD, and QrRrE,, then (G*, H*) is of GL,(2)- 
type. 
Proof. (1) When (G, H) is of GL,(2)-type or G,(2)‘-type, we have Q = 
[Q, O*(G)] so S* = S by 2.2 and 3.4. Assume that (G, H) is of M,,-type. 
Then U = ( V”) is an abelian a-subgroup of RrD,.D, and so 1 U/Z1 = 4. 
Also, U< Q by 3.8. Thus, [R, O*(H)] = R by 3.4 and hence we have 
S* = S as before. If (G, H) is of 2F,(2)‘-type, then 1.2 shows that R = 
[R, 02(H)] and that Q = [Q, 02(G)](nRG). Therefore, S= QR = S* by 
2.2. 
(2) By 2.2, S* = [Q, 02(G)][R, O’(H)] so by 3.3, G*, H*, and S* 
satisfy Hypothesis 3.1. In particular, S* is nonabelian and so IS*( = 8. 
Thus, O,(G*)~O,(H*)rE, by 3.4. 
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4 
4.1. THEOREM. (1) If V 4 R, then GJQzH/R%DD, and QsRzEE, 
or Es. 
(2) Zf V< R but Z(Q) & R, then (G, H) is ofG,(2)‘-type. 
Proof. Let x E G - S and y E H- S. We embed G’ and H into the 
amalgamated product F of G and H over S, and inspect the sublattice of 
the subgroup lattice of F generated by QYx, R", Q, R, Q", and Rxy. As 
Z(Q) S R $ Z(Q’)> (Z(Q), Z(Q’)> contains an S,-subgroup L of H by 
2.3. As L centralizes Q n Rn Qy, L does not centralize R/Q n Rn Qy, 
which is abelian of rank 2 by 3.6. This shows that r = 3. Therefore, 
IS: RI =2 by 2.2 and S=Z(Q) R. 
As H = (S, P) by 2.3, the above remark shows that H = (Z(Q), 
Z(Q’), R). Thus, H = RC,(Q n R n Q-“) and consequently Q n R n 
Q?aH. If C,(QnRnQy)6QnRnQQ", then 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, C,(Q n R n QY) 4 Q n R n Q? and, 
since Q n R n Q.‘a H, we have C,(Q n R n QY) $ Q. Transforming by x, 
we have C,,(Q’” n R" n Q) 4 Q and so the group 
contains an S,-subgroup K of G by 2.3. As K and L centralize Q yx n R" n 
Q n R n Q”, 3.2 shows that 
Now, since Q=Z(Q)(QnR),we have Q'=(QnR)' f R"nQnRnQ-v 
by 2.2. Similarly, since Q = Z(Q)(R" n Q), we have Q’ d Q yr n R" n Q n R. 
Thus, we conclude that Q is abelian. 
Assume V 4 R. Then we can pick L from ( V, V'). Note that [R, V] < 
SZ,(R) > [R, Vy]. If IS : Ql > 2, then 52,(R) d R’(Q n Rn QY) by 3.6, and 
so L centralizes R/Q n R n Qy, which is a contradiction. Therefore, 
lS:Ql=2. Now, since Q=V(QnR) and IS:Ql=IS:RI=2, we have 
$ = QQ n R)* f R" n Q n R n Q?. Similarly, since Q = V(Rx n Q), we have 
G yx n R" n Q n R. Therefore, Q is elementary abelian. As L acts non- 
trivially on the fours group R/Q n R n Qy, R is the union of the L-con- 
jugates of Q n R, which shows that R is elementary abelian also. Now, as 
W = R & Q, completely symmetric arguments show that q = 3 and that K 
centralizes R" n Q n R. Thus, R" n Q n R n QY is centralized both by K and 
by L, and so 3.2 shows that R" n Q n R n Q? = 1. Therefore, IQ n R n 
Qyl < IS : R( = 2, and we conclude that IQ1 = IR\ =4 or 8. This completes 
the proof of (1). 
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Assume V< R. Then V is contained in R” n Q n R, which is of rank at 
most 2 as Qyx n R” n Q n R n Qy = 1. As C,(Q) = Q, no S,-subgroup of G 
centralizes V. Therefore, 1 VI = 4 and G/Q ED,. In particular, we have 
IS : Ql = 2 and hence it follows that (R” n Q n RI < 4. Therefore, V = R” n 
Q n R and Q/V is a fours group by 3.6, which shows that Q r 2, x Z,. Now, 
since R=(QnR)(QynR) by 3.6, we have QnRnQ-“<Z(R). If 
Z(R) 4 Q, then we can show just as before that an S,-subgroup of G cen- 
tralizes R” n Q n R = V, which is a contradiction. Therefore, Z(R) = Q n 
R n QY has order 4 and, as Z(R) # V, Z(R) E Z,. Finally, since R = 
(QnR).(QynR)= VZ(R) Vy, we have R’=R2zZ2. Therefore, 
Rz Z, * D,. This completes the proof of (2). 
4.2. THEOREM. Suppose Z ,< Z(H), V < R, and U = ( VH) is nonabelian. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(1) (G, H) is of G,(2)‘-type; 
(2) G/QzH/RrD,, QrDs # D,, and RrD, *D,. 
In the latter case, if S* = (Sn O’(G))(Sn 02(H)), G* = O*(G) S*, and 
H* = 02(H) S*, then (G*, H*) is of G,(2)‘-type. 
ProoJ: Pick elements x E G - S and y E H - S so that [V, Vy] # 1 (this 
is possible as U is nonabelian). Let us inspect the same lattice as in the 
proof of 4.1. By choice of y, Q 3 V-’ d R < S, so Q % V”” < Sx and 
( Vy”, V-“) contains an S,-subgroup K of G by 2.3. Necessarily, we have 
[Q-“‘nR”nQnRnQ~“, K]=l 
and as C,,(K)= 1 by 3.8, 
Vn(QYxnRxnQnRnQY)=l. 
As V< R”n Qn R, this shows that 1 VI = 4. Therefore, IZJ = 2 and 
G/Q z D, by 3.8. 
Since 1 V/Z1 = 2, we have V/Z < sZ,(Z(S/Z)) and so 
UlZdQ,(Z(R/Z)). 
In particular, [R” n Q n R, U] < Z < V < R” n Q n R and, similarly, [R” n 
QnR,U”] <RxnQnR.Now,sinceIS:Ql=2andU$Q,wehaveG= 
(Q, U”, U>. Therefore, R” n Q n R is normal in G. 
Let # denote the natural homomorphism of G onto G/R” n Q n R. Then 
[Q#, U#l<Q#nU #. If Q# n U# d (Q#)2, then O’(G#) centralizes Q# 
as G# = (Q’, U”, (U’)#), which contradicts 3.4. Thus, Q# n U# 4 
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(Q#)‘, but Q# n U# <52,(Q#) as U/Z is elementary abelian. This 
together with 3.6 shows that IS : RI = 2 and lQ# 1 = 4, hence we have 
IR#l =4. Since Q# nU##l and U’ & Q#, we also have IU”\ 34. 
Therefore, U# = R#. 
Since jS:Ql=2, we have Vn(R”nQnR)’ < Vn(Qy”nR”nQn 
R n Qy) = 1, which shows that (R” n Q n R)2 = 1. Since U/Z < fJ,(Z(R/Z)) 
and R# = U#, we conclude that R2 <Z. However, R is nonabelian as U is 
nonabelian. Therefore, R2 = Z and R = Z(R) E, where E is an extraspecial 
group with Z(E) 6 Z(R). Now, as R is nonabelian, 4.1 shows that Z(R) d 
Q n R n QY. Hence Z(R) n Qyz n R” is centralized by K. As it is also cen- 
tralized by O’(H) by 3.7, 3.2 shows that Z(R) n QYXn Rx= 1, which yields 
that lZ(R)\ 64 as IS : Qj = IS : RI = 2. 
Suppose W 4 R”. Then W # Z as Z < Rx, so Z(R) = W is of order 4 and 
Q n R = (R” n Q n R) W is an elementary abelian maximal subgroup of R. 
Thus, Rz E, * D,. But then Aut(R) is a 2-group, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, W< R” and since Wn Qyz = 1, we have ) WJ = 2. This implies 
that Z(R)zZZ, or Z,. 
IfZ(R)rZ,,thenQnR=(R’nQnR)Z(R)isanabelianmaximalsub- 
group of R, so Rr Z, * D,. If Z(R)? Z,, then R” n Q n R is an elementary 
abelian subgroup of index 4 and order at least 4 as ) V/ = 4, so R g D, * D,. 
In either case, Aut(R) is a (2, 3}-group and, therefore, Y = 3. 
If RzZ,*D,, then lQl=16 and Z(R”)nZ(R)<Z(R)nQ~‘nR’=l, 
SO we have Q = Z( R’) x Z(R) % Z, x Z,, which implies that (G, H) is of 
G,(2)‘-type. 
Assume RgD, * D,. Since r = 3, we have I U/Z1 < 8, while since 
R#=U#, we have IU/Z(=8lR”nQnU:V(. Therefore, R”nQnU=V 
and, similarly, U” n Q n R = V. In particular, U’n U= V as U/” n UG 
S”nS=Q. 
Let T=(U”nQ)(UnQ)andS*=TU.Then lTl=16and TnU=Tn 
R = Un Q, so JS*( = 32. Since [Q, U] 6 T> [Q, U’], we have [Q, G] < 
Td S*. In particular, Ta G so [R, T] < R n T = Q n U f U. Therefore, 
[R,H]<U<S*. 
Let G* = G*(G) S* and H* = 02(H) S*. Then by 3.3, G*, H*, and S* 
satisfy Hypothesis 3.1. Observe that O,(G*)= T and O,(H*)= U. As U is 
nonabelian, (Sz l (Z( T))H* ) is nonabelian and 4.1 shows that a, (Z( T)) < U 
and n,(Z(U))b T. As Z 4 Z(G*) by 3.2, 3.7 shows that sZ,(Z(S*))< 
Z(H*). Thus, G*, H*, and S* satisfy the hypotheses of 4.2 with jS*( = 32, 
so (G*, H*) is of G,(2)‘-type as we have shown before. 
Let aERXnQnR-V, bETnU-V, and cETnU”-V. Then 
since Tz Z, x Z, and Rr D, * Dg, we see that a, b, and c generate Q and 
satisfy the relation for D, # D,. Thus, Q r D, # D,. Finally, S* = 
(Sn 02(G))(Sn O’(H)) by 3.9. This completes the proof of 4.2. 
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5 
Pick elements g E G - S and h E H - S. Embedding G and H into the 
amalgamated product F of G and H over S, we will study the sublattice of 
the subgroup lattice of F generated by QcRh’” and R(gh)“, n E Z. 
In this section, we define some notation which will be used throughout 
the remainder of this paper and record some elementary facts. Let 
f=gk 
and for subgroups X of F and integers n, define 
x, = A-f. 
We will not use this notation for elements of F. For elements XE F, define 
x’=x-1. Changing the notation slightly, let us denote the sequence 
. . . . Q-2, R-2, Q-I, R-1, Q,, R,, Q,, R,, Q2, Rs, . . . . 
also by 
. ..) P(-2), P(-11, P(O), P(l), P(2),.... 
Define the bottom of this sequence to be the intersection of the P(n), n E Z: 
B= nP(n). The bottom B is determined by the ordered pair (g, h), and so 
we will write B = B(g, h) if necessary. Note that B(g, h) = B(h’, g’). 
5.1. SnS,=$RnQe, for all n3 1. 
Proof: Let R( 1) (resp. R(2)) be a complete set of representatives of the 
cosets in S\G (resp. S/H) such that ge R(1) (resp. hE R(2)). Then each 
element of F is uniquely expressed in the reduced form sr,r:!... r,,,, where 
seS,rkER(ik)-S, i,~(l,2} for all k (l<k<m), and ikel#ik for all k 
(2 d k < m). We allow m = 0 and, in particular, G n H = S. 
Let x= yf ES~S,, where YES. Thenf”x= yf” so 
(gh,.,gh)x= y(gh...gh). 
Let u denote this element. Then the right-hand side of the above equation 
is the reduced expression for U. On the other hand, we get another reduced 
form from the left-hand side of the above equation by the following 
procedure. Let hx=s,r, (sl ES and r, E R(2)), gszip 1 =szirzi (.sZi~S, 
rziER(l)), and hszi = S2ifrr2i+1 (.s~~+~ES, r2i+tER(2)). Then 
S2nr2nr2n-l.“r2rl is the reduced expression for u. Since the reduced 
expression is unique, we have rl = h and r2 = g and so ghx = gs, h = s2gh, 
which shows that x E S n S gh. Now, SnSgh = SnSghn(HnGh) = Sn 
Sgh n Sh = Sn Sh n (S n Sg)h = R n Q” = R n Q, . The proof is complete. 
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5.2. P(n) nP(m) = ny”=,p(i) ifn cm. 
Proof: As P(i)f= P(i + 2), we may assume that P(n) = Q or R. Then 5.2 
is proved by 5.1 and induction on m - n. 
5.3. Bf= B. 
Proof This is clear because P(n)/= P(n + 2). 
5.4. (1) For each integer n, there is a nonnegative integer k such that 
B = P(n) n P(n + k). 
(2) P(n) # B # P(n) n P(n + 1) for any integer n. 
Proof (1) Let O(n)= ornan P(m). Then O(n)” = O(n - 2) d O(n), and 
so O(n) = O(n-2). This implies that O(n) = B. The sequence {P(n)n 
P(n + k)} (k = 0, 1, 2,...) is a descending sequence by 5.2, and B is its limit 
as O(n) = B. Therefore, B= P(n) n P(n + k) for some k 20. (2) follows 
from 3.4. 
5.5. If a subgroup X of S is normalized both by g and by h, then Xg B. 
Proof As P’nS=Q and SnSh=R, XdQnR and so X<P(n) for 
all integers n. 
5.6. If g2 and h2 are contained in B, then R in = (R,- ,)8 = (R,)h for 
all integers n > 0. 
Proof We argue by induction on n to prove R--n = (R, _ 1)8. As 
R_, = RR’, this holds for n = 0. Assume n > 0. Since h2 E R pCn _ 1J = 
(R,p2)8, we have (R-+,,)h’ = (Rn-2)gh = R,- 1. Since g2E R,- ,, we 
have (R,_,)g = (R+_,,)h’g’ = R.-,,, as desired. Now, since h2E:R._, = 
(R,p,)R, we have (R-,)h’ = (R,_ ,)Rh = R,, hence R-, = (R,)h. 
5.7. Q, d II,, _ , n H, and R, d G, n G, + , for all integers n. 
Proof This follows from Q, = Q” f H and R < Gh = G,. 
6 
In this section, we study the following situation. 
6.1. HYPOTHESIS. Z < Z(H). g and h are, respectively, elements of G - S 
and H - S chosen, if possible, so that 
g* and h2 are contained in B = B( g, h). (*I 
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Here, B is the bottom defined in Section 5. We retain the other notation of 
Section 5 as well. 
6.2. (1) C,(z)=Qf or each nonidentity element z of Z _ 1. 
(2) C,_,(z) = Q for each nonidentity element z of Z. 
ProojI As Z- 1 = ZR’, (1) follows from 3.8. 3.8 also shows that if 
XE G- S, then C,(z) = Q for each nonidentity element z of Z. As 
Hg’ = H- 1, (2) holds. 
6.3. The following six conditions concerning positive integers n are 
equivalent: 
(1) ZGQn; 
(2) ZnQ,,# 1; 




Proof: First, we prove that (2) implies (3) by induction on n. Assume 
n > 1. As Z n Q,_ 1 # 1 by 5.2, the induction hypothesis shows that 
V,,-2<Q, so Vn-lQQl=Q”<H and Z-,nQ,P1#l. Thus, V,P1< 
C,(Z-,nQn-,,=Q by 6.2. 
Now, we prove that (5) implies (6) by induction on n. Assume n > 1. As 
ZnQPcn-,j# 1, ZnQ_,n-2j# 1 by 5.2, so Z,_,nQ# 1 and the induc- 
tion hypothesis shows that V< Q, 2 < H, ~ 2. Thus V< C,-,(Z, ~, n Q) 
= Qnp, by 6.2. 
As Z_ , = ZR’ d V, (6) implies (1). Clearly, ( 1) implies (2), (3) implies 
(4) and (4) implies (5). 
In the remainder of this section, we study the following situation. 
6.4. HYPOTHESIS. Hypothesis 6.1 is satisfied, and there is an integer d> 1 
such that ZdQ,and Z 4 Qd+,. 
6.5. (1) ZdQ~,,~~,,nQ,~H~,nH,. 
(2) VdQ_,dmm,,nQd ldHpdnHdp,. 
(3) ZnQn+l = 1 = Z, n Q for all integers n 2 d. 
(4) Q, $ V & Qen for all integers n > d. 
Proof: All assertions follow from 6.3, 6.4, 5.2, and 5.7. 
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6.6. VnQ,=Z. 
ProoJ Assume that R-, % V 4 Rd-, . Then V, 4 R & I/-+ ,, so, 
as V,<Ql <SSh and V-,,_,,<Q<S by 6.5, ( V-Cd-LI, V,) contains an 
S,-subgroup L of H, which necessarily centralizes Q-+ r) n Qd. Let 
l#y~L. Then as VnQ, < Q-Cd--lJnQdby 6.5, VnQ, = (VnQJY d 
Vn I/J’. As H = (Q, Qy ) by 3.6, we conclude that Vn Qd< Z. This proves 
6.6 as Z < V n Qd by 6.4. 
Assume, that either V<R-_,or V<R,-,. Then Z6R-,<GMdor Z< 
R,dGd+, as Z-, = Zg’<V and R<Gh=G,. As ZnQ_, = 1 = 
ZnQ,+, by 6.5, we have that Z(G) 4 Q in either case. (Here, Z(X) denotes 
the set of involutions in a group X.) If V & R-, or V 4 Rd- ,, then, since 
I/< H_,n H,-, by 6.5, we have also that Z(H) 4 R, and so we have 
chosen g and h so that (*) in 6.1 holds. But then we have R _ d = (Rd- ,)g 
by 5.6 so R-m, B V 4 Rd-,, which is a contradiction. Therefore, V 6 
R-,nR,-,. 
Now, Z-,d+ 1) = (Zn’)_d< V,and Z,< V,. Hence, we haveZ-,,+,, d 
R_, < SR’ and Zd<R<S. As Z-,d+,rnQ = 1 = Z,nQ by 6.5, 
(Z (d+ ,), Z,) contains an S,-subgroup K of G, which necessarily cen- 
tralizes Qp,n Q,.‘Thus, Vn (Qpdn Qd) = 1 by 3.8 and, since R_,n R,- ,/ 
Q dn Qd has rank at most 2, we conclude that I VJ d 4. This proves 6.6 as 
Z< Vn Qd# V by 6.5. 
6.1. ZnR,=l=ZnRm,. 
Proof: First, Z n Rd< G,, , and Z n R d< Ged by 5.7. Assume that 
eitherZnRR,#l orZnRP,#l.ThensinceZnQ,+, = 1 = ZnQ-,by 
6.5, we have that Z(G) 4 Q. If Zn R,= 1 or Zn R-,= 1, then, since 
Z< H mdn H, by 6.5, we have also that Z(H) 4 R, so we have chosen g 
and h so that (*) in 6.1 holds. But then Z n R, = (Z n R,)h = Z n ( R,)h 
= Zn Red by 5.6 and so ZnR,=ZnR-,= 1, a contradiction. 
Therefore, ZnR, # 1 # ZnR-,. Hence, 1 # Z_,nR,m,dG, and 
Q b Z,n R < H as Z,n Q = 1. It then follows from 6.2 that 1 # 
[Z-,nR,-,,Z,nR] < VnV,asZ-, = Z”‘dVandZ,<V,.Butnow, 
using6.6and6.5,wehaveVnV,=ZnV,~ZnQ,,_,soZnQ,,~,#l. 
This contradicts 6.5 as 2d- 1 > d. 
6.8. (1) R_, B V < R,-,. 
(2) (V-(6 I)? V,) contains an S,-subgroup of H, which necessarily 
centralizes Q_,,_,,nQ,. 
Proof. As Z and ZP 1 = Zg’ are contained in V, 6.7 implies that (1) 
holds. (2) follows from (l), as shown in the first paragraph of the proof 
of 6.6. 
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6.9. (1) 1.2-l =2. 
(2) I/=2-,xz. 
(3) G/QrD6. 
Proof: (1) follows from 6.5 and 6.7. 6.5 and 6.6 show that ) V: ZJ ~4, 
soI~l~8by(l).By3.8,q=3or7,andIS:Q1=2ineithercaseby2.2.As 
Z=C,(S), this yields IV:Z[ <(ZI, so (V/=4. As Zp,nZ= 1 by (say) 
6.5, (2) holds. Finally, (3) follows from (2) and 3.8. 
6.10. Let U= (V”). Then U/Z ,< sZ,(Z(R/Z)) and C,(U/Z)= R. 
ProoJ: First, V< R by 6.5 and 5.2. As 1 V/Z/ = 2 by 6.9, V/Z d 
sZ,(Z(S/Z)) and hence U/Z < a,(Z(R/Z)). If U/Z is centralized by an S,- 
subgroup L of H, then V is normalized by SL = H (as well as G), which is 
a contradiction. Therefore, C,( U/Z) = R. 
7 
In this section, we study the following situation. 
7.1. HYPOTHESIS. Hypothesis 6.1 is satisfied, V 6 R, and U = ( VH ) is 
abelian. 
7.2. (1) U6QnQl. 
(2) ZGQz. 
ProoJ: As U is abelian, iJ< C,( V) = Q by 3.8. Hence U < Qh = Q, and 
Z=Zh$Vh = V,<U,6QZ. 
7.3. THEOREM. Assume that Z 4 Q3 and IS: R( =2. Let S* = 
(Sn O*(G))(Sn 02(H)), G* = O*(G) S*, and H* =02(H) S*. Then 
(G*, H*) is of M,*-type. 
Proof: First, 7.2 and the assumption of 7.3 show that Hypothesis 6.4 is 
satisfied with d= 2. Therefore, we can use 6.5-6.10. In particular, IZ( = 2 
and G/Qr D, by 6.9. Also V_, i R and V, 4 R-i by 6.8, which together 
with 7.2 shows that R_,nQ 3 iJdI 4 R and that QnR 2 U 4 R-, 
because V, < U. Since IS : RI = 2, we conclude that Q = ( U_ , , U, 
R-, nR). Similarly, we have that H= (K,, U1, R) since S3 K1 4 R 
and Sh>,U1 C R. 
Now, [R_,nR, U_,nU] <Z-, nZ=l by6.10and6.9.Thisshows 
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that Uet n U = k’ as U is elementary abelian. Hence [IV”, U-r] < 
[U, K,]<V and [V, U,] < [U, U,] < I/,= Vh. This shows that 
VV’aH as H= (U_,, U,, R). Therefore, U= VVh and so lU/Z( =4 by 
6.9. 6.10 now shows that H/RzDD,. Furthermore, C,(U) = C,(VVh) = 
Q n Q” by 6.10 and 3.8, so Q n Qh-a H. 
Let Q* = (UC). Since 1 U/V\ = 2, we have U/V < sZ,(Z(S/V)) and hence 
Q*/V < a,(Z(Q/V)). Now, since Ii_, = Ug’ 6 Q* and U, < (Q*), = Q*h, 
we have H = (Q*, Q*h, R) so [Q*, R] & QnQh by 3.4 and con- 
sequently Q* n R 6 Q n Q”. Since IQ/Q n Q”l = 4 by 3.5 and 3.6, we con- 
clude that Q = Q*(QnQh). In particular, lQ*/V( 28 while lQ*/Vl <8 as 
jU/Vj = 2 and q = 3. Therefore, jQ*/V] = 8 and Q* n Q” = ?I. Similarly, 
QnQ*h= U. 
Let R* = (Q*n R)(Q*” n R). Then (R*/U( = 4 by the above remarks. 
Now, [R, Q*] < Q* n R< R* and, similarly, [R, Q*“] d R*. As H= 
(Q*, Q*h, R), these imply that R* 4 H and that [R, O’(H)] d R*. Also, 
since [Q, R*] d Q n R* = Q* n R and G = (R*R’, R*, Q), we have that 
[IQ, O*(G)1 d Q*. Now, let S*==Q*R*, G*=02(G)S*, and H*= 
O*(H) S*. Then G* and H* satisfy Hypothesis 3.1 with respect to S* by 3.3. 
Moreover, O,(G*) = Q* and O,(H*) = R*. 
Let L E Syl,(H). Then C,.,,(L) = 1 by the definition of R* and so 
R*/ZZE,~ or Z, x Z,. Consequently, [R*R’n R*, R*] < Z < V and, 
similarly, [R*“‘n R*, R*“‘] < V. Observe that R*“‘n R* is a subgroup of 
Q* and V is its maximal subgroup. Thus, an S,-subgroup K of G contained 
in ( R*R’, R*) normalizes R*g’ n R*, and so ReR’ n R* z E, by 3.8. 
Therefore, R*/Zz E,,. Now, Z< Z(R*) d C,.(U) = C,.( VVh) = R* n 
Q n Qh = U by 3.8, so Z d Z(R*) < U and, since [U, L] $ Z, we have 
Z(R*) = Z. Thus R* is extraspecial of order 32 containing R*R‘ n R* z E,. 
This shows that R* g D, * D,. 
Let T/V= [Q*/V, K]. Then ITI = 16 and C,(K) = 1 so TzE,, or 
Z, x Z,. Now, since Q* = (UK>, we have U 4 T. Also, Tn R*g’ n R* = V 
and R*“’ n U = V as ) U : VI = 2 and U 6 R*R’. These remarks show that 
R*g’ n R*, Tn R*, and U are the maximal subgroups of Q* n R* = Q* n R 
containing V. Since Q* n R* is not elementary abelian, neither is Tn R*. 
Therefore, Tz Z, x Z,. 
Pick elements a E R*g’ n R* - V, bETnR*-V, and cETnR*“‘-V. 
Then since R*“’ n R* E E,, R* g D, * D,, and Tz Z, x Z4, we see that a, b, 
and c generate Q* and satisfy the relation for D, # Dg. Thus, Q*z 
D8 # Ds. In particular, Z(Q*) = V and so (Z(Q*)“* ) = U is abelian. 
Therefore, (G*, H*) is of M,,-type. Finally, S* = (Sn 02(G))(Sn O*(H)) 
by 3.9. This completes the proof of 7.3. 
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8.1. THEOREM. Suppose B( g, h) # 1 for some g E G - S and h E H - S. 
Let S* = (Sn 02(G))(Sn 02(H)), G* = 02(G) S*, and H* = 02(H) S. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(1) G/0,(G)rH/02(H)~DD,, O,(G)zD, # D,, O,(H)zD, *D,, 
and (G*, H*) is of G,(2)‘-type; 
(2) G/O,(G)rH/O,(H)zD,, O,(G)zD, *D,, O,(H)zD, # D,, 
and (H*, G*) is of G,(2)‘-type; 
(3) (G*, H*) or (H*, G*) is of AI,,-type and S*#S. 
In fact, we prove a slightly stronger result. 
8.2. ZfB(g, h)#l forsomegEG-SandhEH-S, then S*#Sandone 
of the folIowing holds: 
(1) (G, H) or (H, G) satisfies the hypotheses of 4.2; 
(2) (G, H) or (H, G) satisfies the hypotheses of 7.3 (with respect to 
somegEG-SandhEH-S). 
The proof of 8.2 is divided into several steps. Choose g E G - S and h E 
H-S so that B = B(g, h) # 1 and (B( is maximal subject to this condition. 
5.4 shows that there are integers n and m with n dm such that 
B = P(n) n P(m). Pick such n and m so that A- = m -n is minimal. The k is 
uniquely determined by the pair (g, h), so we write k = k( g, h) if necessary. 
Recall that k > 2 by 5.4. 
Transforming by a suitable power off, we may assume that P(n) = Q or 
R as B-f= B by 5.3. Changing the numbering of the P(i), we may assume 
that n = 0. Thus, B= P(0) n P(k) and B is a proper normal subgroup of 
P(0) r\ P(k - 1) and P( 1) n P(k) by the minimality of k and 5.2. 
(a) There are elements XE G- S and YE H-S such that 
IB(x, y)l = IBI and k(x, y) is even. 
Proof: Assume that k is odd and let k = 21- 1, 12 2. Then either 
(i) P(0) = R and P(k) = Q,, or 
(ii) P(O)=Q and P(k)=R,-,. 
In case (i), Bd P(0) n P(k - 1) = R n R,- i < (SR’)( and R n R,- 1 & Q, so, 
by 5.3, BaR_,nR-,<SSg’and R-,nR-, 4 Q. Also, BaP(l)nP(k)= 
Ql n Q,< Sh and Q, n Q, 4 R. Thus, there are elements x E N#(B) - Q 
and y E N,h(B) - R. In case (ii), Ba P(0) n P(k - 1) = Q n Q,.- I < S,- , and 
QnQ,-, 4 R,-, so B~Q-,nQ~l<Ss, and Q-/nQ_, < K,. Also, 
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BaP(l)nP(k)= Rn R,- i d S and Rn R,-l 4 Q. Thus, there are 
elements X E N,(B) - Q and j E N,-,(B) - R_ , . Putting x = Xg and y = jR, 
we have x E NsI(Bg) - Q and y E Ng(Bg) - R. 
In either case, if we define x and y as above, then as B(x, y) 3 B or Bg by 
5.5, the choice of B shows that B(x, y) = B or Bg, so x E N,(B(x, y)) and 
y E N,(B(x, y)). If k(x, y) is odd, then as x and y normalize B(x, y), the 
above argument yields that N,,(B(x, y)) 4 Q & N,(B(x, y)) and that 
Nsy(B(x, y)) 4 R % N,(B(x, y)). However, this shows that B(x, y) is nor- 
malized both by an S,-subgroup of G and by an S,-subgroup of H, which 
contradicts 3.2. Therefore, k(x, y) is even and the proof of (a) is complete. 
Replacing (g, h) by (x, y ) in (a) if necessary, we may assume 
(b) k is euen. 
Let k = 21, 12 1. Then either 
(i) P(0) = Q and P(k) = Q,, or 
(ii) P(0) = R and P(k) = R,. 
We may assume that (ii) occurs by the symmetry between G and H (recall 
that B(g, h) = B(h’, 8’)). 
(~1 (1) INH( = INs(B)I r. 
(2) O,(N,(B)) = N,(B) Z N,(B). 
(3) N,(B) 6 Q. 
Proof: (1) Since BaRnQ, 4Z R,, we have BaR_,nQ 6 Rand so 
N,(B) & R. Also, since Bu Q, n R, & R, we have NSh( B) 4 R. Thus, 
N,(B) contains an S,-subgroup of H. Let N,(B) d XE Sy12(NH( B)) and 
X< YE Syl,(H). Then R < N,(B)R 6 Sn Y and so Y = S by 2.3, which 
implies that N,(B) E Sy12( NH( B)). 
(2) Similarly, we have Nsh( B) E Syl,(N,(B)) and so U,( NJ B)) < 
N,(B) n NSh( B) = NJ B). This proves (2). 
(3) There is an element y E NH(B) such that Sh = Sy. Since hy’ E 
NH(S) = S, we have Qhy’ = Q so Q” = QJ. If N,(B) $ Q, then transforming 
by y and next transforming by f ‘, we have N,,,(B) 4 Q. But then an S,- 
subgroup of G normalizes B, which contradicts 3.2. 
(d) Zf x E N,(B) - S and y E N,(B) - S, then the following holds: 
(1) B(x, Y) = B; 
(2) k(x, y) is eoen; 
(3) ifk(x, y)=2m, then B#QnQcxY”“. 
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ProoJ (1) As B(x, y) > B by 5.5, the maximality of 1 B( shows that 
B(x, y) = B. 
(2) If k(x, y) is odd, then an argument in the proof of (a) yields that 
N,(B) $ Q, contrary to (c). 
(3) If B= Qn Q(Xy)m, then Ba Rn Qcx-“jm 4 Q, which also con- 
tradicts (c). 
(e) There are elements XE N,(B) - S and yg N,(B) - S such that 
x2 E Ng(B) and y* E N,(B). 
Proof: The existence of y as above follows from (c) and 2.3. There is an 
element w  E N,(B) such that Sh = S” by (c). As hw’ E NH(S) = S < G, u = 
ghw’ E G - S and, moreover, v E N,(B) by 5.3. Thus, (v) is a 2-group by 
3.2, and if x is an element of (v) - Q such that x2 E Q then x has the 
desired properties. 
(d) and (e) show that we may assume the following. 
(f) (1) gEN,(B) andg2ENQ(B). 
(2) h E N,(B) and h* E N,(B). 
(g) 122. 
ProoJ: IfI=1,thenB=RnR,andsoRnQh=RnQl<NNs(B)6Qby 
(c), which contradicts 3.4. 
For each subgroup X of F, define X# = N,,,,(B)/B. 
(h) H’ zZc, x E x D, where E is an elementary abelian 2-group and 
either D = 1 or D is the direct product of copies of D,. 
Proof: Suppose C,,(R#) & R *. Then an S,-subgroup L of N,(B) 
centralizes N,(B)/B as R’ = O,(H#) by (c). Since g* E N&B), we see that 
g normalizes N,&B) n N,(B). Hence if 1 # y E L, then B(g, y) > NRR,( B) n 
N,(B) 3 B, and the maximality of IBI yields that N&B) n N,(B) = B, 
which implies that B= Rg’n R = R_, n R. Since this contradicts (g), we 
conclude that C,+(R#) d R#. 
Suppose a characteristic subgroup C/B of Q# is normal in H#. Then g 
as well as h normalizes C by (f) and so C d B(g, h) = B by 5.5. Therefore, 
no nonidentity characteristic subgroup of Q# is normal in H#. As Q# E 
Sy12(H#) by (c), 2.5 and 2.7 show that (h) holds. 
(i) -N&B) # N,(B). 
Proof: Suppose false. Then g and h normalize N,(B) and so N,(B) = B 
by 5.5, which is a contradiction because B # R. 
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NcI) Th ere are elements x E N,(B) - S and y E N,(B) - S such that x2 E RX,nR(B), ~‘EB, and (R’ : C,,((y)#)l =2. 
ProoJ The existence of y as above follows from (h). (h) also shows that 
IQ” : R#l=2 so (g)#Q#/(RR’)# n R# z D, by (i) and (f), and the coset 
gN,( B) contains an element x such that x2 E NRR,( B) n NR( B). As R”’ = Rg’, 
x has the desired properties. 
(d) and (j) show that we may assume the following. 
(k) g%N Rg,nR(B), h’E B, and (R’ : C,+((h)#)I =2. 
(1) IN,w,nAB) : 4 f 4, and if equality holds then there is an element 
x E NJ B) - S such that x2 E B. 
ProoJ Let h E P E Syl,( NH( B)) and define 
A/B= C,~(C,~(C,~(02(H#)))n P#). 
As H#zC,xExD by (h), C,,(C,*(02(H#)))z~C,x ExZ(D). Hence 
we have that (N,(B) : A( = 2. Now, since gZ E P by (k), g2 E N,(A) and 
hence g normalizes A”‘n A, which is of index at most 4 in NRn,n R(B). As h 
centralizes A# by (k), g and h normalize A”’ n A, which implies that 
Ag’ n A = B. Thus we conclude that (N R7 n R(B) : B( < 4. If equality holds, 
then (RR’)* n R# is the direct product of A# n (RR’)# and (AR’)# n R#. 
As g interchanges these direct product factors, (g)#((R”‘)# nR#)rD,, 
and so the coset g(N,,,,,.(B)) contains an element x such that x2 E B. 
(m) 16 3 and ij” equality holds then 1 NRa,n R( B) : B( = 4. 
Proof. Recall that B=R-,nR,_, and that R_2nQ,p2>R-2n 
R,- 2 < Q ~~, n R,-_ 2 by the minimality of k. Thus, B is a normal subgroup of 
Q _ 1 n Q,_ 2 of index at least 4. Similarly, B = R -.3 n R,_ 3 is a normal sub- 
group of Q _ z n Q, ~ 3 of index at least 4. If I> 3, then both Q _, n Q,- 2 and 
QpznQ,_, are contained in R_,nR=RR’nR by 5.2. Since 
IN Rar,R(B):Bjf4 by (l), we conclude that Q-,nQ,-z=Qm2nQ,_,. 
But then Q-,nR, 2= Q-,nQ,~,nR,-,~Qe.2nR,~-,dR~znR,~2 
= B, which is a contradiction. Therefore, 1 d 3. If 1= 3, then Q- , n Q,- 2 
6N Ran,dB) so INm,,,JB): BI =4. 
(n) LB, 02(NH(B))1 = 1. 
Proof. Let C be a nonidentity subgroup of Q such that 
6) NH(B) G NH(C), 
(ii) Cy = C, and 
(iii) N,(C) is maximal subject to (i) and (ii). 
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As g and h normalize C, the arguments in the proof of (c) yield that 
N,(C) E Sy12(NH(C)). If N,(C) = Q then, by 3.6, C is normalized by Hand 
hence by (S, g ) = G, which is a contradiction. Therefore, Ne( C) # Q. The 
maximality of N,(C) then shows that no nonidentity characteristic sub- 
group of N,(C) is normal in NH(C), so 2.7 applies to NH(C). We see, in 
particular, that if LE Syf3(NH(B)) then 1 [NJC), L][ ~4. Since 
[N,(B), L] 6 B by (h), we conclude that [B, L] = 1. 
(0) VnB= 1. 
Proof Let y be an element of N,(B) of order 3. Then by (n), Vn B is 
centralized by (Q, QY) = H and so normalized by (S, g) = G. Therefore, 
VnB= 1. 
Now, we complete the proof of 8.2 and thereby establish 8.1. As R is 
nonabelian (say) by (c) and 3.4, 4.1 shows that ( P’, W) < Qn R, and so 
either 2 <Z(G) or Z d Z(H) by 3.7. Also, since N,(B) ,< Q n Qh = Q n Q1 
by (cl, we have 26 V,<N,,,(B)nN,(B)=N,_,,.(B)BQ_,nQ,. 
Assume that I=2. Then V<QelnRand VnR-,= 1 by (o), so IV/ =2 
and hence Z = V< Z(G). Thus, C,(W) = R by an analogue of 3.8, and 
since H-,3 W3Zh=Z, 4 R-,, we have that W does not centralize 
W-, = Wg’. We have shown that (H, G) satisfies the hypotheses of 4.2. 
However, (H, G) is not of G,(2)‘-type as R is nonabelian, and therefore 
S* # S by 4.2. 
Assume that I = 3. Then we may assume tha g* E B (as well as h* E B) by 
(m), (I), and (d). If Z d Z( G), then an analogue of 6.3 shows that Z < R p2 
if and only if Z d R, . So Z & Rp2 by (0) and, arguing as in the case I= 2, 
we have that (H, G) satisfies the hypotheses of 4.2. This however yields a 
contradiction because 4.2 shows that IQ1 d 32 whereas Q # N,(B) (say) by 
(0) and so ) Q/1 64 by (i) and (m). Therefore, Z < Z(H). Hence Z d Vn 
Vh=VnV,dQp,nQ,<R_, and so Z $ Q3 by (0). Now, (Vu>= 
(V,(Vh)“) as r=3, and [V,Vh]=l as V<Q,=Q”. This shows that 
( VH) is abelian. Therefore, (G, H) satisfies the hypotheses of 7.3 and, as 
IQ/ > 64, 7.3 shows that S* #S. As 1=2 or 3 by (g) and (m), the proof of 
8.2 is complete. 
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In this section, we study the following situation. 
9.1. HYPOTHESIS. Hypothesis 7.1 is satisfied, and B(x, y) = 1 for all 
XEG-Sandally~H-S. 
9.2. Hypothesis 6.4 is satisfied for some integer dg 2. 
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Proof There is an integer k > 1 such that Q n Qk = B( g, h) by 5.4 and 
5.2. So by 9.1, 2 4 Qk for some integer k. As Zd Q2 by 7.2, the assertion 
holds. 
9.3. Zf .sE S and C,(s) 4 S 2 C,(s), then s = 1. 
Proof. Let x E C,(s) - S and y E C,(s) - S. Then s E B(x, y) by 5.5 and 
so s= 1 by 9.1. 
9.4. THEOREM. d=2. 
We assume d >/ 3 and argue for a contradiction. 
9.5. Z n U, = 1 = Z, n U for all integers n 2 2. 
Proof As U, G Q,, , and U d Q by 7.2, 6.5 shows that it suffices to 
consider the case 2 <n < d. 6.5 and 5.2 show that ZPcdPn+ L, < Qeczden, n 
Qn_l<RnQ,_.l. 6.7 shows that Z-(dpn+lJnR,_,=l. Hence, H,-,> 
R n Q, _, 4 (Sh), ~, Similarly, we have Zd+ , < Q2 n Q2d+, < Q2 n R, and 
Z d+,nRl=l, and hence H,3Q2nR, 4 S,. 
Assume that 1 # z E Z n U,. Then C,“+,(z) 3 R n Qn ~, 4 (S”), ~, and 
so C,“(z) < (Sh),- , by 9.3. Hence C,Jz) 6 Q, n R,. Now, [R,, z] <Z, by 
6.10 so as /Z( = 2 by 6.9, we have IR, : CRn(z)j d 2. We conclude that 
CRn(z) = Q, n R,. However, since n 3 2, we have Q2 n R, Q Q, n R, and so 
C,,(z) > Q2 n R, Q S,. Also, C,,(z) > Sh 4 S,. This contradicts 9.3 and, 
therefore, we have proved Z n U, = 1. 
Assume next that 1 # ZE Z, n U. Then C,,,(Z) > Q2n R, 4 S, and so 
C,,(Z) 6 S, by 9.3, hence C,(Z) d Q,. As before, we have ) R : C,(Z)1 Q 2 
and so C,(F)=RnQ,>RnQnm.,. Thus, C,n-,(T)>RnQn.., 4 (Sh),- 1 
and C,“(Z) 3 S, 4 (Sh),_ , , which contradicts 9.3. Therefore, Z, n U = 1. 
9.6. I f  [U, U,] = 1 for all integers j with 0 d j d n, then U < Q, + , and 
U, < Q. 
Proof We argue by induction on n. As 9.6 is true for n = 0 by 7.2, we 
may assume that n > 0. By the induction hypothesis, U d Q, and U, _, d Q. 
Then since Z,, , < U,, we have U d CHn(Z,,+ 1) = Q,, , by 6.2. Also, since 
Zp,bU.-,, we have U,_,dC,_ ,(Z-,) = Q-, by 6.2. The proof is com- 
pleted by induction. 
9.7. rfr # 3, then [U, U,] = 1. 
Proof. As d> 3, VdQnQ,_,<R, by 6.5 and 5.2, so 
[V,RnU,]~VnZ,by6.10.SinceVnZ,dU_,nZ,=lby9.5,wecon- 
elude that R n U, <C,(V) = Q by 3.8. Similarly, since V, < Q-(,_,)n 
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Q*dR, we have [V,, R,nU]=l and hence R,nUdQz. Thus, Rn 
U-i<Q,, which shows that [K,, QnQ,]<QnQ, as QnQ,<R and 
tL,<Q. Similarly, since RnUU1dQ, we have [U,, QnQ,]<QnQ,. 
Therefore, (U_,, ZJ, ) normalizes Q n Q,. If U, 4 R 3 U1, then 
(UP,, U, ) contains an S,-subgroup L of H. Since L acts on R/Q n Ql 
which is a fours group by 6.9 and 3.6, and since this action is nontrivial by 
3.4, we must have r = 3. Therefore, either U-r <R or U, <R. 
As q = 3 by 6.9, there is an element s E S such that Sg’ = SR5. For this s, 
we have Rgt = Rg” and Ug’ = Ug”. If U, = UR’ d R, then U < Rg and so 
U= u”d Rg’= R_,. If U6 R-, = RR’, then URdR and so U-, = Ug’< 
R” = R. Therefore, both U-, d R and U < R _, hold and hence CU._ , , U] < 
ZPI n Z = 1 by 6.10 and 6.9. This proves 9.7. 
9.8. r = 3. 
ProoJ Suppose r # 3. Then 7.1 and 9.7 show that [U, U,] = 
1 = [U, U,]. As in the proof of 9.2, we have U 4 Qk for some k 2 1, so 9.6 
shows that [U, U,] # 1 for some k B 2. Thus, there is an integer n 3 1 such 
that [U, U,] = 1 whenever 0 <j < n but [U, U,, + ,] # 1. 9.6 also shows that 
U<Q,+, and K+, <Q, for such n. If UdR,+, or U,+,<R, then l# 
CR U,,ll,<Z,.lnU or ZnU,+, by 6.10, which contradicts 9.5 as 
n + 1 >, 2. Therefore, U & R, + 1 and U,, 1 4 R. But now an element u E 
- R acts nontrivially on U/Z as C,( U/Z) = R by 6.10, and further 
$XR n+l,~]<[UnR,+,, U,+,]fUnZ,+,=l, which implies that u 
induces a transvection on U/Z as 1 U : U n R, + , ) = 2. Therefore, r = 3. 
9.9. (1) [U, U,] = 1 for all integers n with O<n<d-2. 
(2) T= (UC) is abelian. 
Proof (1) Suppose [U, Uj] = 1 for all integers j such that 0 < j 6 n, 
where O<n<d-2. We wish to prove [U, U,+,]=l. As in 9.8, we have 
UGQ,,, and Un+,\ < Q, , and further we may assume that U & R, + , and 
U n+L 4 Rwhenn>l.Thus,whennbl,wehaveS,+,=UR,+,andSh= 
U .,,RasIS:RI=2by9.8.AsS,=(RnQ,)R,andSh=Q,Rby3.5and 
3.6, we always have S”+,=(RnQ,+,) R,,+, and Sh=(Qn+,nSh)R. 
As n+2<d, V,,,, <Q by 6.5 and so [IV, V,+,]=l. As r=3 and 
S n+l =(RnQ”+,) &+1, U,,+, is generated by V,,, and the (RnQ,+,)- 
conjugatesofV,+,.Since[V,V,+,]~[U,U,]=landRnQ,+,BG,we 
conclude that [IV, U, + ,] = 1. 
Similarly as above, we see that U is generated by V, and the 
(Q ,,+,nSh)-conjugates of V. Since [V,, U,+I]<[U,, U,+,]=l and 
Q n+lnShGHn+l, we conclude that [U, U, + ,] = 1, as required. The 
proof of (1) is completed by induction on n. 
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(2) AS da 3, (1) shows that U centralizes U-I = UR’. As q = 3, T= 
( U, (Us’)“). Therefore, [U, T] = 1 and T is abelian. 
9.10. d=3 and [Z_,, Z,] =Z. 
ProoJ 9.9 and 9.6 show that Ud Qd-, and U,- 2 < Q. Pick nonidentity 
elements z E Zd and z* E Z- Ir and define u = [z*, z]. Then since ZW1 < 
V6UfQd~,<HHd~,andZ,<V,dU,_,dQ,<H,wehavethatu~Un 
Ud~,~Q-(d-2)nQ,,,-,,andthat[u,z]=1=[u,z*].Furthermore,u#l 
by 6.5 and 6.2. 
6.8 shows that an S,-subgroup L of H, centralizes Q-cd-2Jn Qd+l and 
that an S,-subgroup M of H,- 2 centralizes Q ~, n Qzcd- 1p Since d + 1 < 
2(d- 1) and -(d- 2) 6 -1, 5.2 shows that u is centralized both by L and 
by M. Therefore, C,(u) < Ql and C,, ,(u) < Qd- 1 by 9.3. 
6.7 shows that z # R and z* $ Rd-, . Since JR : C,(u)/ < 2 b 
(Rd- r : C,,-,(u)1 by 6.10, we have (Sh : C&u)1 = 2 = \Sd- 1 : C,,_,(u)l. Thus, 
Csh(u) = Q, and C,,_,(u) = Qd-, , which shows that u E V, n I/,-, 
Now, V, nQd+, =Z, and I’,,-, 6 Qzcrl -,) by 6.5 and 6.6, so as 2(d- 1) 
3 d+l, VI n Vdpl G VI n Qzccirl, Q V, n Qd+lnQ2,d-,,= 
Z, n Q2+ , ). Thus, Z n Qzd 3 # 1 and so 2d - 3 6 d by 6.5. Therefore, d = 3 
and then we have [Z-, , Z,] = Z, as JZI = 2. This completes the proof 
of 9.10. 
9.11. u= VV,. 
ProoJ 9.10 shows that [Z-,, Z,] = Z, < V,. Also, [Z, Z,] = 1 by 6.5. 
As V = Z_, Z by 6.9, we conclude that [V, Z,] < V,, and similarly we 
have [V,,Zp,]<V.NowR 3 Z,<Q,<S”andR B Z-,dQ<Sby6.7 
and 6.5, which shows that H = (Z-,, Z,, R > as r = 3. Therefore, 
VV”= VV,aH and U= VV1. 
9.12. Ifxandi~G-Sandy~H-S, then [U”,UxY]=Z. 
Proof By 9.11 and 6.9, U_,=Vp,V=Z_,V<Zp,U and, similarly, 
U,bUZ2. As [Um,,U]=[U,U,-j=l by 9.9, [U_,,U,]= 
[Z e2, Z,] = Z by 9.10. Thus, [U”‘, URh] = Z. 
As S= Q(R n Qy) by 3.5 and 3.6, there is an element UE Rn Qy such 
that u”” = UR’. Also, as S = RQ, there is an element u E Q such that 
GYU = Gh. Then as WY” is a conjugate of U in Gh and as Sh = (Q n R) Qh, 
there is an element w  E Qn R such that UK?“‘= URh. Thus, we have 
[ j-p, UWJ U”W = [U”‘, Wh] = Z, completing the proof of 9.12. 
Now, we complete the proof of 9.4. Let 1 #z E Z3 and 1 # z* E Z -2. 
Then z E H - S by 6.5 and 6.7, so [ W’, Ug”] = Z by 9.12. As Ug’ = 
(z*, V)< T by 9.11 and 6.9, iY”= (z*‘, V’) <T. As (V, Y’)< Uf 
Tn I” and T is abelian by 9.9, we conclude that [ UR’, Ug”] = 
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([z*, z*= ] ) = ((z*z)“). Thus, 2 = ((z*z)“). Similarly, since z* E Hhgh - 
Shgh and x = ghgh E Ghgh - Shgh, we have [ Uhghx, (Jhghx”] = Zhgh = Zgh, hence 
[U,, (U,)“] = Z1 as hghx=f*. As before we have [ lJ2, (U,)“] = 
([z, z”] ) = ((zz*)“). Thus, Z, = ( (zz*)~). However, since 1 ZJ = 2, we 
have (z*z)” = (z*z)-” = (zz*)” and so Z= Z,. This contradicts 6.9 and, 
therefore, we have proved 9.4. (The above ingenious argument is due to 
Goldschmidt [ 11.) 
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10.1. THEOREM. Under Hypothesis 9.1 with (S: R( >2, let S*= 
(Sn @(G))(Sn 02(H)), G* = O*(G)S*, and H* = O*(H)S*. Then 
(S : S*l d 2 and (G*, H*) is of *F4(2)‘-type. 
Proof: First, Hypothesis 6.4 is satisfied with d= 2 by 9.2 and 9.4, so we 
can use 6.5-6.10. In particular, Ha V_, 4 R by 6.5 and 6.8, so Z(H) 4 R. 
Also, Z < Q-, n U 6 U < Q by 6.5 and 7.2, so as U is elementary abelian, it 
follows that ) U: Q-, n U/ < 4. Thus, an element of V , - R induces an 
automorphism of U/Z centralizing the subgroup Q .~, n U/Z of index at 
most 4. Since C,(U/Z) = R by 6.10 and IS : RI > 2, we conclude that 
H/RgF2,andthat [U:R~,nUI=IR~~,nU:Q~,nUl=2.HenceQ_, 3 
R-,nU<G-, and Z(G) 4 Q. 
As Z(G) 4 Q and Z(H) 4 R, we have chosen g and h so that g” and h2 
are contained in B(g, h). As B( g, h) = 1 by 9.1, both g and h are 
involutions and, in particular, Q 2 = Qh’n’h’K’ = Q”““” = (Q2)“. Now, an 
element y E H of order 5 contained in ( V_ , , V, ) centralizes Q ~, n Q2 by 
6.8. Thus QP2 n Q2 is normalized by g and y, and so Q 2 n Q2 d B(g, y) 
by 5.5. Therefore, Q 2 n Q2 = 1 by 9.1. 
As Qp2nQ,=l, the 2-rank m of R -,nR is at most 6. If m=6, then 
R-,nR, is a fours group as lS:Ql =2 by 6.9, and both R~ 2nRp, and 
Rn R, contain, respectively, elementary abelian subgroups A and B of 
rank 6. Necessarily, we have A & Q B B and R p2 n R, 6 A n B, so an S,- 
subgroup K of G centralizes R 2 n R, . But then R 2 n Q2 # 1 is centralized 
both by K and by y, contrary to 3.2. Therefore, nz(K 1 n R) = 5. 
Let T=(U-,nR)(UnR..,).Since [Up,nR, UnR-,]=l by6.10and 
6.9, T is an elementary abelian subgroup of R- , n R and hence m(T) < 5. 
Recall that (U: R_,nUl =2 and Q_, % R_,nU,<Q,. Similarly, Rn 
Up, 4 Q, and som(T)>m(R-,nU). Now, since r=5 and (V/Zl=2 by 
6.9, we have m(U/Z) = 4 or 5 and so m(R_ , n U) = 4 or 5. Therefore, 
m(U)=m(T)=5, m(R-,nU)=4, and m(U ,nU)=3. Hence, we have 
furthermore that Q-, n U= Q, n U_ , = Up, n U, that Tn Q, = Tn U, 
and that TnQpl=TnUp,. Therefore, R_,nR=T(Q_,nQ,) and Tn 
Q-lnQ,=U~,nU. In particular, (R-,nR: QdInQ,l=4. 
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Now, Z<U-,nU,<U and y centralizes U,nU, as K,nU,6 
CL1 n Q2. As G,,(Y) = 1, we must have U,n U, =Z and so U= 
(K,n U)(UnU,). This shows that [K,nR,, U]= 1 as [R_,nR, 
U-,nU]=l by6.10and6.9.Hence [Re2nR,, U,U]=l and,inpar- 
titular, [R-,nR,, T]=l. As m(R_,nR)=m(T)=5, this forces R_,n 
R,<T. Since TnQ_,nQ,=K,nU, we conclude that R_,n 
R,<U_,nU. 
Since Z<VnR,< V, we have VnR,=Z and, similarly, VnR_,= 
Z_,, so VnR-,nR,=Z_,nZ=l. As (U_,nU:VI=2, this implies 
that \R-,nR,(d2.However,R_,nR,#l asm(U,nU)=3.Therefore, 
JRP,nR,j=2and K,nU=Vx(R_,nR,). Now lQ:R-.,nRI=16 by 
3.5 and 3.6, and ) R-, n R : Q ~, n Q, I = 4 as remarked before. Also, 4 = 
IS:Rl>lQ-,nQ, : Q-,nR,I=lQ-,nQ, : R-,nQ,I>,IQ-,nR, : 
Rp,nR,\=JR_,nQ, : R_,nR,( as QP,=(Q,)p and R~,=(R,)R. 
Therefore, ISI $ 212. On the other hand, as y does not centralize R/U by 
3.4, lR/Ul>/ 16 and hence /S( > 2”. Thus, there are two cases. 
Case 1. IS/=2”, lQ_,nQ, : Qp,nR,l=4, and IQ ,nR, : Rp,n 
R,I = 2. 
Case 2. lSl=212 and IQ-,nQ, : Qp,nR,(=lQ~_,nR, : Rp,n 
R,J =4. 
Let P=K,(R-,nR)U. Then since Rm,nR=T(Q-,nQ,), we have 
P= K,(Q-,nQ,)U, and so the above remark and 6.10 show that P2< 
K, n U. Suppose R2 4 U. Then ) RJUJ = 32 and since y acts nontrivially 
on R/U, it follows that RIUzD, * Q,. However, on the other hand, R/U 
has an elementary abelian subgroup P n R/U of index 4, which is a con- 
tradiction. Therefore, R2 < U and consequently R normalizes TU. Now, 
since C,(U) < C,( V,) = Tn Q, = Tn U by 3.8, it follows that T and U are 
the only maximal elementary abelian subgroups of TU. Thus, R 6 NJ T) 
and since G=(Q, R,g), we conclude that TaG and so T=((R-,n 
U)" ). Also, since R 6 N,( U ~, n U) by 6.10, we have U , n U = n UG. 
Now, P centralizes Pn RJU, which is of index 4 in R/U. Similarly, P, 
centralizes P, n R/U. Since y acts nontrivially on R/U, it follows that 
C,,,(P) = P n R/U and that 1 R/P n P, I = 16. Consequently, [P, R] < 
Pn R, so R d N,(P) and P is normal in G = (Q, R, g). Since y also acts 
nontrivially on R/PnP,, we have IF,~,,.,(P)=P~R/P~P,=[P,R]. 
(PnP,)/PnP,. Since I[P,R]U/U( = lR/U : C,,,(P)\ =4, we conclude 
that PnR/U=[P,R]UJUx(PnP,)/U. Now, since [P,QnR] 4 U, 
I[P,QnR]U/U(=2. Since P=K,(PnR), we have [P,QnR]U= 
[U_, , Q n R] U < (U ~, n R)U = TU. Thus, comparing orders, we get [P, 
QnR]U=TUandso TU<[P,R] U. 
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Define R* = [P, R]UIPI, R]. Then the above remarks show that 
IR*/Ul = 16 and that T< R*. Furthermore, R* is normal in (P, P,) and 
[P, R] <R* by the definition of R*. Therefore, [R, O*(H)] <R* = ( TH). 
If U-1 UaG, then [P, R]U = [K,, R]U d [K,U, R]Ud 
(Up i U n R) U = TU, which is a contradiction. Therefore, Up 1 U is not nor- 
mal in G. If Q/T is abelian, then as (Q n R)* < U, (Q/T)” = U_ i U/T and so 
U_ i Ua G, which is a contradiction. Therefore, Q/T is nonabelian. 
Assume that (St = 2’*. If (R*) ~ 1 n R* = T, then Q/T is the direct product 
of (R*)-,nQ/T and R*nQ/T, and as Q/R*nQgS/R* is abelian (of 
order 8), so is Q/T, which is a contradiction. Therefore, (R*)- , n R* > T 
and Q* = ((R*)_, n Q)(R* n Q) is a proper subgroup of Q. So S* = Q*R* 
is a proper subgroup of S. Furthermore, [Q, R*] < Q* > [Q, (R*)- ,] by 
the definition of Q*, so Q* is normal in G=((R*)-,, R*,Q) and 
[Q, O*(G)] d Q*. Let G* = G*(G) S* and H* = G2(H) S*. Then by 3.3, 
G* and H* satisfy Hypothesis 3.1 with respect to the common 2-subgroup 
S* of order less than ISI and of indices (3, 5). The induction hypothesis 
now shows that (G*, H*) is of ‘F,(2)‘-type, and then S* = (Sn O*(G)). 
(S n O*(H)) by 3.9. 
Assume that ISI = 2”. Then IR/UI = 16 and IP/Tl = 8. Since U I U is 
not normal in G, we have (U”) = P. Also, since Q/T is nonabelian, we 
have Q’T/T= R-, n R/T, so R-, n RaG and R -, n R = flR”. Therefore, 
(G, H) is of *F,(2)‘-type. The proof of 10.1 is complete. 
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We conclude the proof of the Main Theorem by summarizing the results 
in Sections 3-10. 
Let S* = (Sn O’(G))(Sn O’(H)), G* = G*(G)S*, and H* = O*(H)S*. 
Then by 3.3, G* and H* satisfy Hypothesis 3.1 with respect to the common 
2-subgroup S*. 
Assume that Z(G) > Z & Z(H). Then ( V, W) 4 Q n R by 3.7, so 
G/QgH/RrD, and QrRzE, or E, by 4.1. Therefore, (G*, H*) is of 
G&(2)-type by 3.9. 
Assume, therefore, that Z < Z(H). If P’ 4 R, then Z = Q n R by 4.1 and 
3.5, which contradicts 3.4. Therefore, Vb R. If U = ( VH) is nonabelian, 
then (G*, H*) is of G,(2)‘-type by 4.2 and 3.9, and moreover we have 
(ZI = 2 and 1 VI = 4 inspecting the structures of Q and R described in 4.2. 
Assume, therefore, that U is abelian. If B( g, h) # 1 for some g E G - S 
and h E H- S, then by 8.2, (G, H) satisfies either the hypotheses of 4.2 or 
the hypotheses of 7.3, and therefore (G*, H*) is of G,(2)‘-type or M,,-type. 
Moreover, we have IZI = 2 and 1 VI = 4 in either case, for if the hypotheses 
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of 7.3 are satisfied then Hypothesis 6.4 is satisfied as shown at the beginn- 
ing of the proof of 7.3 and so we can use 6.9. 
Assume, therefore, that B(x, y) = 1 for all x E G - S and all y E H - S. 
Pick elements g E G - S and h E H - S so that, if possible, g2 = h2 = 1. Then 
Hypothesis 9.1 is satisfied with respect to (g, h), and so Hypothesis 6.4 is 
satisfied with d= 2 by 9.2 and 9.4. If IS : RI = 2, then (G*, H*) is of M,,- 
type by 7.3. If 1s : R( > 2, then (G*, H*) is of ‘F,(2)‘-type by 10.1. Further- 
more, IZI = 2 and ( VI = 4 in either case by 6.9. 
We have proved the Main Theorem by induction on IS/, and also 
established Theorems A and B. In order to prove Theorem C, suppose X is 
a nonidentity subgroup of S such that N,(X) 4 S % NH(X). Let g E 
N&X)-S and /ZEN&X)-S. Then Xd B(g, h) by 5.5 and so the con- 
clusion of Theorem C holds by 8.1. 
Note added in proof A closer look at the proofs of the theorems stated in Section 1 has 
shown that the method of this paper can handle a more general situation. That is, we can 
replace Condition (b) by Condition (b’) in Section 1 and carry out the same analysis to get 
the same conclusions. Details will appear in Sci. Papers College of‘ Arts Sci. Unit). Tokyo. 
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